2019/2020 Australian & International Competition Season

Media Coverage Permission Form

This document gives Re-Engineering Australia (REA) Foundation Ltd. and its national and international sponsors and partner organisations (including the Commonwealth of Australia and any Minister or Australian government official), permission to reproduce and publish recordings and images of student participants, including interviews and photographs of students, taken during the course of their representative activities at REA Foundation managed events, or events associated with its STEM initiatives in Australia, and international events managed by others. This material can be used for purposes associated with the promotion of REA Foundation Ltd., its sponsors or partners, and the projects they manage. Permission is also granted to name individual students, and the team and school they represent.

Student Name: ___________________________ School Name: ___________________________

Team Name: ___________________________ Project Name: ___________________________

- I give my permission for REA Foundation and its sponsors and partners to record visual, audio and audiovisual recordings and images of me, including video footage and photographs of me and my project work, whilst I am taking part in REA related activities in Australia and overseas (Material).

- This permission does not transfer ownership of any intellectual property rights in the Material.

- I give permission to REA Foundation and its sponsors and partner organisations to reproduce, communicate, use, modify, adapt, distribute and publish (collectively, Use) the Material world-wide, and permit others to do so on their behalf, and use and publish my name and the name of my team and school, in relation to:
  - domestic and international activities which will assist with the promotion of REA or its sponsors or partner organisations; and
  - media activities for REA Foundation or its sponsors or partner organisations for any commercial or other purposes.

- I can withdraw the permission at any time, giving a reasonable period of notice, by notifying REA Foundation in writing.

- I acknowledge that by giving this permission, REA Foundation and its sponsors and partners can Use the Material, and my name and the name of my team and school, for the purposes described above and may continue to Use them in the future unless and until I withdraw my permission in writing. REA Foundation and its sponsors and partners may Use the Material in any form, in whole or in part, and in any medium including in print, on the internet or CD-Rom or other multi-media uses.

- I understand that REA Foundation and its sponsors and partner organisations will not pay me for giving this permission.

- I agree to notify REA Foundation of all approaches by any media, publicity agent, magazine, journal, television entity and obtain REA Foundation’s approval prior to making any statements or representations regarding REA Foundation or its sponsors or partners (excluding the Commonwealth of Australia) in any publicity or media activity.

I have read and understood the above statements and agree to them.

Signature of Student: ___________________________ Signature of Parent/Guardian: ___________________________

(Required if student under 18yrs)

Sign ___________________________ Name ___________________________

Date ___________________________